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For example:

§0. In the book Sein und Zeit (1927) and in other works by Martin Heidegger, the etymology of the Greek word ālētheia ‘truth’ is explained as a negativizing of the element ēth-, attested as the verb lanthanein, which is used primarily in the sense of ‘escape the notice of’ in ancient Greek texts. Accordingly, Heidegger interpreted the basic meaning of ālētheia as ‘unconcealedness’—to cite a commonly used English translation of his German term Unverborgenheit. I propose here to highlight a less-well-known interpretation of ālētheia, which I think deserves its own place in the sun. This alternative is to be found in a book by Marcel Detienne, originally published in 1967; a second edition appeared in 1994, and an English translation by Janet Lloyd followed in 1996. In the first edition, Detienne was already fiercely critical of Heidegger’s interpretation, using philosophical, philological, and historical arguments in developing his own interpretation. In the second edition, Detienne added linguistic arguments in taking his interpretation even further. In adding those new arguments, Detienne cited, with approval, my own work on the etymology of ālētheia. In this brief essay, I concentrate on the linguistic arguments.

§1. In his preface to what he describes as the “American edition” of Masters of Truth, Detienne (1996; reprinted as Detienne 2001) cites my linguistic arguments in analyzing the etymology of the es-stem formation ālē-the- that we see attested in the noun ālētheia ‘truth’—as also in the adjective ālēthes– ‘true’. Two relevant books of mine are cited in this context by Detienne (1996:143n37): The Best of the Achaeans (Nagy 1979/1999) and Pindar’s Homer (1990). In addition, Detienne (1996:217, also 141n31) cites a relevant article of mine (Nagy 1996) on Hesiodic poetry, where I recap what I say in my two books about traditional Greek poetic wording that instructs the listener to be ‘mindful’, as expressed by the root mnē-, of what is ritually and morally correct—and not to be ‘unmindful’, as expressed by the root ēth-. The negative aspect of such poetic instruction, in terms of my linguistic explanation, is the essence of the earliest recoverable meaning of ālētheia: one must not be unmindful of whatever is true, and such truth must be not only memorable but also absolutely unforgettable.
§2. Detienne (1996:217, also 141n31) goes out of his way to point out that such a linguistic interpretation can be viewed not only as a validation of his own hermeneutic model for explaining alētheia 'truth' but also as an obstacle to the explanation of 'archaic truth' as formulated in an article by Thomas Cole (1983). Cole had intended his formulation to be an alternative to the explanation of alētheia by Heidegger, but, unfortunately, he had not reckoned with the explanatory model of Detienne, which I think is more comprehensive. As Detienne (1996:217) comments ruefully about Cole’s citations of relevant research on alētheia, he "appears to have read everything except The Masters of Truth." For more on the argumentation of Cole and on the counterargumentation of Detienne, I cite the relevant analysis in a PhD dissertation by Anita Nikkanen (2011), the book version of which is in preparation.

§3. In another work, Homeric Questions (Nagy 1996b), I summarize briefly my linguistic analysis of alētheia at pp. 122–129. [Interested readers may follow this link and read between the markers 

"{(121|122)}" and "{(128|129)}."
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